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p>In the four years since the company launched, the business has soared and a total of
around 3.5m short-term online loans have been made, the average loan is Â£260 and the
maximum is Â£1,000, initially for a maximum of 30 days. Wonga's advertising spend has
grown from approximately Â£22,000 in 2009 to Â£16m in 2011, according to the
analysts AC Nielson MMS, and the brand is currently plastered over London's buses and
the shirts of Blackpool and Heart of Midlothian football teams.,Wonga does not expect to
be one of the companies driven out of the market, and the company's advertising strategy

tries to set Wonga aside from the myriad of evocatively named rival online companies
that offer money if you Google payday loans: Kwikcash, Loans for Women, QuickQuid,
Toothfairy, Payday UK, Payday Express, GetCashToday.co.uk and Peachy (which has a
'representative' APR of 16,381%).,The other, Susan, is 53, unemployed and dependent on
disability benefits. She finds that with the cost of living rising, her benefits sometimes
don't stretch to the end of the month, and has taken out loans with Wonga to buy food, if
she's caught short. She's a bit vague, but thinks she's taken out half a dozen loans with
Wonga over the past few months.,Wonga's website talks in a typically breezy way of
people having 'Wonga moments', as if taking out the loan is a happy lifestyle choice.
Perhaps, it suggests 'you've just remembered your wedding anniversary with hours to
spare â€¦ Don't worry, Wonga it!',It's an unfortunate choice of customer to have put
forward. Part of Wonga's reputation rests on only lending to people in steady
employment. 'Sometimes we will make loans to people on significant benefits, but it is
not something we do very frequently. It is very infrequent.
I'm not going to say it doesn't happen,' John Morwood, the company spokesman,
says.,The boom in the payday loan industry has come at a time when traditional forms of
credit have become harder to access, and when the downturn has shrunk incomes. In the
past few years, technological advances have made it possible for a growing range of
lenders to supply money 24/7 to customers quickly, without any need for human contact
â€“ no phone calls, no demands for utility bills or proof of address, some organisations
allow customers to make a request simply by texting over the amount they want and the
number of days they want it for.,Because there's no need to talk to anyone or to explain
what you want the money for, or why you're short of cash, much stigma and
embarrassment has been removed from the exchange, and the service is becoming
increasingly popular, despite the very high interest rates.,Wonga's staff are keen to
position its service as more akin to bank overdrafts, than to rival payday lenders. 'We
believe that we are in sector on our own,' Bowman says, in a basement boardroom at the
company's headquarters in a grand house on the edge of Regent's Park in central London,
its white stucco gleaming in the spring sunshine. Among a number of awards on display
is one naming Wonga.com as last year's fastest-growing digital media company in
Europe. 'We see ourselves as an internet technology business first, and a finance business
second,' Bowman says.,Staff say 1 million people visit the site and 'hundreds of
thousands' of loans are made each month. The company's turnover trebled between 2009
and 2010, to Â£73m turnover, and Errol Damelin, the co-founder and chief executive of
Wonga, is reported to have taken home Â£1.6m last year.,The company refuses twothirds of all applications because it doesn't think the applicant will be able to pay back the
loan. 'The reason why we decline them is that we are a responsible lender and we make
money when people pay us back. We want people to pay us back. Our model is not built
around people not paying us back.
Our objective and our need to be responsible are perfectly aligned,' Bowman says.,The
company says it does not do aggressive marketing and discourages people from rolling
over their loans. The phrase 'responsible lending' trips off Bowman's tongue repeatedly.
'When people come to our website they have all the information presented to them in a
very transparent, upfront way, and they are able to make a sensible decision about

whether this product is right for them. We charge 1% interest per day, which is Â£1 per
Â£100 borrowed. With us we tell you exactly what you're getting into, there is no small
print, no surprises.','The mistake they are making is to assume that people, when faced
with a financial penalty, have the option to avoid it. In their mind they have the option of
choosing not to extend a loan, when they see the costs.
What they don't understand is that they are dealing with a clientele who doesn't have that
choice.' she says.,She dismisses the argument that Wonga's success comes from its
frontier-breaking technology. 'They need to think again about the idea that it is the
technology that people are attracted to, rather than the credit. It is not about a future form
of finance. The technology should not blind you to the rates these people are charged and
the impact that has on people's financial stability.
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Once they've paid back the loan and interest and charges, their money runs out even
quicker,' she says.,The company offices are filled with around 60 mostly young
employees, dressed down in internet startup style. There's a personal trainer, employed to
take staff running in the park for twice-weekly fitness sessions. A senior team dealing
with people who can't pay back their loans are in another basement room ('Don't ask me
why Moira has got a Barbie on her desk') but there are a further 100 people in a callcentre
in South Africa, charged with ringing people to urge them to repay their loans.Staff say
this is a fun place to work. Damelin's office has a starkly minimalist white office, with
white leather sofas, without any papers (everything is digital) or really anything except a
bottle of Evian, a bottle of Carex hand sanitising gel, and a huge print of Che
Guevara.,These offices feel very far removed from the homes of the clients who are
taking the loans.,Four customers who gave detailed accounts of the severe difficulties that
taking out a Wonga loan had caused them, all said they had turned to Wonga because
they had no other way to get credit.,Yomi, 55, a council worker, saw his salary drop two
years ago (after 23 years in the sector) from Â£46,000 to Â£28,000, when he switched
from temping to a more secure post, anxious to ensure he had steady work at a time of
rising redundancies. He took out a Wonga loan in October 2010, when the eldest of his
six children began university and needed Â£900 to pay for his accommodation.
Although his wife is also working, both have long, expensive commutes, and there was
little left from his Â£1,700 monthly take-home pay after the Â£650 rent and Â£600
petrol had been paid. He had defaulted on his mortgage a few years earlier, and is unable
to get a credit card or an overdraft from his bank. He went to Lloyds, Barclays,
Nationwide and none of them were able to lend him the money he needed, so he tried
Wonga.,'I started seeing these advertisements on television, for Wonga, on the buses. The
idea that you could get a loan within minutes.
The temptation was there to see what they could do for me. I wasn't looking too much at
the small print,' he says, talking in a side room in his office during a lunch hour, out of
earshot of colleagues, who he thinks would be amazed to know about his payday loan
problems. 'I was surprised they didn't refuse me. The way I saw it at the time, I thought I

am in financial turmoil and they are able to help me.',If you borrow Â£400 for 35 days,
you accrue Â£145.48 in interest and fees, and Â£545.48 is taken out of your account
automatically the next month.
But Yomi was already having problems making ends meet before he took the loan, and
there was no chance of his salary increasing the next month. So he had to take out a
second loan to make ends meet until payday.,'When they take the money out of the
account, that reduces your disposable income for the month, halfway through the month I
had no money so I took out another loan with Wonga. Once you start it, you don't stop.
Unless something happens, you have to go back to bridge the gap,' he says.,Occasionally
he would go to other online payday lenders to get new money to pay off Wonga and over
the course of a year he deferred paying the Wonga loan back on several occasions. In the
end he told Wonga he couldn't pay back, and they have entered into a debt repayment
plan with him, freezing his interest.
He calculates he has paid back around Â£1,500 in interest to a variety of different online
and mobile phone lenders, because of his initial decision to take out the Â£400 loan.,The
experience has been a profoundly unhappy one. 'I worry about it all the time. Especially
when we come to payday. I have sleepless nights. It made me start drinking for a stage
until I realised that drinking was costing me more money. I haven't told my son.
I'm trying not to push my anger on to my kids. I go into my shell, into my room,' he
says.,On the morning I meet him, an email has popped into his inbox, with the subject:
'Yomi, does payday seem a long way off?' There's a picture of Wonga's three pensioner
puppets, and a Wonga promo code offering him a Â£5.50 discount on fees if he takes out
a new loan.,These cases represent lending that hasn't gone right. Working on a 7% arrears
rate, around 245,000 of the total loans made by Wonga so far have resulted in the kinds
of situations described by customers here. Bowman says: 'Hands up, sometimes people
slip through a net which we're constantly trying to tighten. In the vast majority of cases
we do get it right.',Anthony Morgan, 33, a hospital cleaner, contacted Wonga last
summer when he found himself unable to pay back around Â£560, a sum that had
ballooned from a smaller loan taken out to buy presents for his three children.
Staff explained said they would begin a debt repayment scheme, allowing him to pay
back gradually, but the next day he found Â£800 had been wrongly taken from his
account, leaving him with no money for the rest of month.,Asked why anyone would take
out a loan like this if they had any other choice, Morwood, Wonga's head of PR, replies
patiently: 'It's a bit like me saying why would you take a black cab, when you can take a
tube or a bus for the 10th of the price? It's not about price ... There are times when
jumping in a black cab and paying whatever the difference in price is worth it. It's not
something you do every day.' It's an awkward analogy because it seems to be missing the
point that a great number of their customers are jumping into the taxi on the never-never,
because they cannot afford the upfront cost of taking a bus.,'I couldn't get money any
other way. I didn't want to borrow Â£80 off my parents just to go out and drink beer with
my mates,' he says. He saw Wonga advertised on television and laughed when he saw the
APR, but he liked it when he tried it. 'It didn't feel expensive.

I know it is expensive, but when no one else it able to help you out, you have no leeway.
If a company is able to lend you that money and they take Â£25 or Â£39 off you for it
then that is absolutely superb,' he says. He began taking out loans on his iPhone, as he
walked into town to meet friends, the money would be in his account before he reached
the cash machine.,'I would say I am bored this weekend, I have no money. I will take out
Â£100, and see my friends and worry about paying on payday,' he says. His Wonga limit
quickly built up, allowing him to borrow more and more, to a total of Â£1,000. 'It is hard
to explain, thinking about it. I am not sure how it went from a few loans to a lot.
It is weird. They are so easy to take out. When you are doing it, you don't realise the
impact. You think, my friends are going out, I could go out too, and a few taps on the
laptop ... I would go to Wonga, max that out and then get Â£750 from another one. ','I
first noticed that I was getting into trouble when I had to get another payday loan to
survive to the end of the month, rather than it being a bit of extra cash in my pocket. At
the moment I am in dire straits.
Since I have taken out one to help me survive the month, I haven't cleared them off. I've
always had one or two a month rolling over.','By the middle of the month, just before I go
to sleep I will have a worry about it. By payday it is all I think about. It is all consuming.
People notice that I get grumpy and miserable. It affects all of my life.',Wonga: the real
cost of a payday loan
can payday loans be included in bankruptcy
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